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Abst rac t - -The  Fisher-Kolmogorov equation for a reaction-diffusion process considered in [1] is 
treated using decomposition to determine statistics of the concentration. 
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The Fisher-Kolmogorov equation [1] is given by 
OC _ 02C 
Ot = D-O~x2 + AC - BC 2, x c R, 
where D, A, B are positive constants and C(x, O) = Co. It describes a reaction-diffusion process 
describing the behavior of the concentration C(x, t) of molecules of type x diffusing with diffusion 
constant D and reacting according to Y + X --~ 2x, A, B represent reaction rate coefficients, and 
the concentration of molecules of type Y is assumed constant [1]. 
By decomposition, let L = o ,  L-1 = fo(')dt, C = ~-~n~=o Cn, and C 2 = ~-~n~__0 An{C 2} in 
terms of the Adomian Polynomials [2] 
(92 
LC = D~x2C + AC-  BC 2, 
O0 O0 O0 
C=Co+L-1D ~Cn÷L-1A~Cn-L-1B~An{C2}. 
n=O n=O n=O 
Thus, 
Co = c (z ,  o), 
Cn+l = AL-1Cn - BL-1An, 
__  X ; - -~m-  1 ('7. for n > 0. The approximant ~m[C] : A . .~n=0 vn  converges to C. 
In [1] the authors consider a stochastic ase where there is an internal fluctuation of the number 
of particles C(x, t) in a given volume using the Fokker-Planck or master equation approach to 
find a probability distribution to calculate (C} or higher statistics assuming Gaussian behavior. 
Since the parameters are constant, C can only be random if Co is random or we change the model 
by adding a fluctuation term rl(X , 0, w). In either case, this means Co is random. In one case, 
Co = Co(x, O, w) defined on a probability space; in the other case, Co = C(x, O) + L-l~?(x, O, w). 
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Now by averaging the components, we have 
(c0) 
(c i )  = AL - I (Co)  - BL -1Ao{(Co)}  
= AL - I (Co)  - BL -1Ao(Co)  2 
IC21 = AL - I ( c1)  - BL -1A I{  (Co), (Cl l} 
= An -1 [AL -1 (Co) - BL - 'Ao(Co)  2] - BL  -1 [2(C0){C1)] 
= AL-1AL- I (Co)  _ AL -1BL- I (Co)2  _ BL- ' [2{Co)] [AL- I (Co)  - BL- I{Co)2].  
Then (C) = (Co) + (C1) + {C2) +. - . .  We can also find correlations or higher statistics. 
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